Ghosts In The Hood
6 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Scared Straight Out of Compton
The O.P.O. takes to the streets of Compton. Adam’s Mortuary is losing business due to rumors of
a ghost inhabitant. This leaves the team to investigate and conclude that Mr. Adam’s himself has
made a posthumous return to overlook his establishment. The next case takes them to Hollywood,
to determine why an elderly resident is being haunted. As it turns out, an old hidden antique
carries an irritated spirit. The O.P.O. successfully buries the cursed item, along with another
client’s worries.

2. Menace 2 South Central
Defecio and his team of ghost hunters are called in to investigate a haunted piñata house.
Suspicions quickly turn to fact when the team’s medium Jasmine extracts answers from the spirit
of a murdered child! After providing a twisted solution to the problem at hand, the O.P.O takes to
Burbank, where a Family Fun Zone is growing frightened of an unexplained presence. After a long
night of minimal progress, the team is suddenly struck with intense and unexpected symptoms,
arriving at a literally “shocking” conclusion.

3. Don’t Play with Santa Muerte
A grocery store in Compton calls for the O.P.O. treatment. With rumors of the Santa Muerte
making her rounds in the neighborhood, the team sends in medium, Jasmine to perform an
intense ritual. Although suspicions are debunked when a nearby train rolls by, a spirit remains long
after the tracks stop shaking! Another case opens up in Anaheim, where heavy metal fans have
witnessed a hardcore presence. All hell breaks loose during the team’s investigation, revealing
horrific events from the venue’s past…

4. Inglewood Always Up to No Good
A sexy realtor calls the O.P.O. into action. Uncomfortable with selling a property as “haunted”, she
hopes that Defecio and the team can rid the place of any ghosts. Through their investigation, it
becomes obvious that a demon is amongst them! In “Exorcist” fashion, Defecio calls upon a priest
in order to banish the aggressive soul. Meanwhile, a cantina manager is in need of answers as to
what’s haunting the late night staff. It appears that a passionate spirit still carries a fiery rhythm
across the dance floor!
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5. Ain’t Nothing But A Redwood G Thang
Since 2008, Downtown LA has been home to the Redwood Bar where female employees have felt
the sinister presence of someone watching them while they work. The gang deploys new
technologies to capture evidence of their frightening encounters to help the patrons and
employees understand what kind of entity they are dealing with. While out in Altadena, the group
tries to help a woman with a babysitting business figure out whether or not the home she inhabits
is also inhabited by someone or something else…

6. It’s Goin’ Down In Koreatown
An LA nightclub decides that 18 years of hauntings is where they draw the line. The O.P.O. throw
a terrified Matt into the action, where he receives physical contact from an unknown source.
Jasmine serves as a medium to express the feelings and wishes of the spirit. Defecio and the
team realize that multiple ghosts are in play, and they aren’t happy with the nightly festivities
transpiring in their space. While across town, a local dry cleaner is being visited by a possible
murder victim.
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